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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we study numerical solution of an unoh-determined Sylvester 
equation, 
(AP-PB) -(CQ-QD) =R (1-l) 
where A, B, C, D, P, Q, I? E [FnXn; R does not have any specific structure. 
This matrix equation (1.1) is encountered in solving the problem of high-reso- 
lution multiparameter direction-of-arrival (DOA) estimation of narrow-band 
wavefronts. A brief description of the mathematical model where the above 
matrix Sylvester equation arises is provided in Section 2. A detailed descrip- 
tion of the DOA estimation problem and related issues may be found in 
[lo-12, 14, 151. 
Equation (1.1) may be rewritten via a Kronecker-product expansion [2, 71 
as 
[ IBA-B@l -(Z@C-D@Z)] = vec( R), (1.2) 
where @ denotes the Kronecker product of two matrices (A Q B 4 [ aij B]) 
and vec(*> denotes the vector whose elements are obtained by stacking the 
columns of a matrix. Equation (1.2) can be expressed as an underdetermined 
system of linear algebraic equations 
Fz = r (1.3) 
where F E ffn”X2n2, z E [F2”“, and r E IF”‘, whose least-mean-square solu- 
tion is 
z = Ftr, 
where Ft denotes the pseudoinverse of F. The matrices P and Q can be 
easily recovered from z. However, due to the large size of the matrix F, 
solution approaches of this form require 0(n6) flops for numerical solution, a 
prohibitive expense in most applications. We proposed a constrained wpti- 
mization approach that reduces the computational complexity at most O(n5) 
flops through matrix-valued conjugate-gradient iteration [4]. 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we 
present a brief description of DOA estimation problem and discuss the role 
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of Equation (1.1) in this problem. Following this, in Section 3, we develop 
the constrained optimization solution procedure. Results of the application of 
the algorithm to an illustrative example are presented in Section 4, and in 
Section 5 we draw some conclusions. 
2. MOTIVATION AND BACKGROUND 
Paulraj et al. [lo] first p osed the DOA estimation problem in terms of 
estimating either the azimuth angle l of the elevation angle I,!J of an 
incoming narrow-band wavefront w. Van der Veen et al. 1151 extended this 
approach for simultaneous estimation of both angles 5 and +. The salient 
features of their solution approach are as follows: 
Consider m sensor triplets (xi, yi, zi). i = 1, . . . , m, each composed of 
three identical sensors and located so that the sensor displacements d, y = 
d andd _ =dXZ within each triplet are constant for i = 1, . . . , m. Assume 
thit data szmples are taken from each sensor at respectively times rr, . . . , TV. 
With a slight abuse of notation, define the data matrix X = [xii] = [x~(T,)], 
and define data matrices Y and Z in a similar fashion. Then data matrices X, 
Y and Z satisfy 
X = TS + N, , (2.4) 
Y=T@S+N,, * = diag{4,,...,4J, (2.5) 
Z=T@S+Nz, 0 = diag{ 8,, . . . , On}, (25) 
where the matrices N,, N,, NZ E IF”lx ’ represent additive noise signals at 
the respective sensor arrays, T E [F”” n is an unknown array gain matrix, and 
S E [FnXN is the (unknown) signal matrix. The DOA estimation problem is to 
compute the diagonal matrices @ and 0 from Equations (2.4)-(2.6). The 
entries & and ei may then be used to obtain incidence angles & and +!I, for 
the corresponding wavefront wi. 
In [IS], Van der Veen et al. proposed the computation of the matrices @ 
and 0 via the matrix pencils 
(X - AY) = T(I - h@)S + (N, - ANSI), 
(2.7) 
(X - pZ) = T( I - pO)S + (N, - pNz). 
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In the absence of noise (N, = NY = N, = 0), the equations (2.7) simplify to 
(X - AY) = T(Z - h@)S, 
(2.8) 
(X-&z) =T(Z-pO)S. 
Since the matrices @ and 0 in Equations (2.4)-(2.6) are both diagonal, the 
pencils (X - AY) and (X - ~2) have the same row and column space. 
Further, the pencils in Equation (2.8) will also have the same generalized 
eigenvectors. It follows that, once the generalized eigenvalues A,, . . . , A, 
have been computed, we can obtain 4i and 0, = A\;’ and ei = CL,: ‘. 
REMARK 2.1. Since both pencils have the same generalized eigenvectors, 
a natural correspondence is established between the generalized eigenvalues 
of the two pencils and therefore of the angles & and 0,, i = 1, . . . , n. That 
is, the structure of the underlying generalized eigenvalue problem eliminates 
the need for a time-consuming combinatorial search to obtain appropriate 
pairs [16]. 
Clearly, for the case when the noise is present, the equations (2.7) do not 
simplify to (2.8). Since the measured data are noisy, a large number N ( * m) 
of snapshots are taken to improve the accuracy of the estimated values. As a 
result of using a large number of data snapshots, the matrix pencils are no 
longer square. Hence, total least squares (TLS) m X m approximations of 
data matrices are obtained using the singular-value decomposition. This is 
achieved as follows: compute the singular-value decompositions 
X 
[x Y z] = ulzlvp, [I Y = UJJ,“. (2.9) z 
Since the incoming data are assumed to be linearly independent, the rank of 
each data matrix is n, the number of wavefronts wr, . . . , w,. Hence, the TLS 
approximation of the data matrices can be obtained by setting the smallest 
m - n singular values of zI and & in (2.9) to zero and then conformably 
partitioning the matrices V, and V, as [U,, U,,] and [V,, Vzz], respectively. 
Let X,,,, Ytls, and Z,,, denote the TLS approximations of the data matrices. 
Then clearly the matrices XtIs, Ytl,, and Ztls share the same column space and 
row space as the original data matrices. The TLS approximation may be 
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computed as [15] 
X,,, = U,,U;X&,V,” = U,,E,V,I:, E, = U,‘:xv,,, 
Yt,s = U,,U: Y&V,‘: = U,,E$:, E,/ = U::W,,> 
Z,,, = U,,U$V,,V:: = U,,E,V:, E; = U;ZV,,. (2.10) 
While the noiseless pencils ( X - AY > and ( X - pZ> have identical eigenvec- 
tors, the same is not true for the pencils (E, - AE,,) and ( E, - /_LE,) formed 
from the TLS approximation of the noisy data matrices. Hence the ordering 
of the eigenvalues need not be the same. 
One possible way to force the ordering is to ensure that the matrices 
EF’E, and E,‘EZ commute, i.e., to ensure that 
( E;~E,)( E;%,) = ( E;‘E~)( E;‘E ). !I (2.11) 
When the data matrices X, Y, Z are corrupted by measurement noise 
N,, N, , Nz , respectively, the above equality will not be satisfied in general by 
the approximate data matrices E,, E,,, and E,. However, since the noise on 
the sensors is additive, the above matrices can be forced to commute by 
applying an additive perturbation. Further, since E, is common to both 
pencils, the effect of perturbations on E, will be effectively canceled. 
Therefore, the perturbations are added to matrices E, and EZ only. 
Adding small perturbation to E, and E,, we rewrite (2.11) as 
(Et, + AEy)EL1(E; + AE,) = (E, + AEZ)E,‘(E, + AE,), (2.12) 
which, on simplifying and ignoring second-order perturbation terms, becomes 
(E!,E,’ AE, - AEz E;‘Ey) - (EIE;’ - AE,, - AE, E,‘E,) 
= EZELIEy - E,E,‘E z. (2.13) 
For convenience of notation, set 
A := EYE,‘, B := E,‘E,, C := E=E,‘, 
D := E,‘E=, AE, := P, E, := Q (2.14) 
R := EZE,‘E, - E,E,‘EZ, 
which establishes the equivalence of the underdetermined Sylvester equation 
(1.1) and the equation (2.13). 
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In order to obtain a solution to the DOA problem, it is desired to find a 
minimum-norm pair (P, Q> = (AE,, AE,) to Equation (1.1). We address 
properties of this problem in the remarks below. 
REMARK 2.2. Observe that the underdetermined Sylvester equation (1.1) 
has n2 equations in 2n2 unknowns, while a compatibly dimensioned Sylvester 
equation 
LX+XM+N=O (2.15) 
for arbitrary square matrices L, M, N E Fnxn is a set of n2 equations in only 
n2 unknowns. That is, while the Sylvester equation (2.15) has a unique 
solution under well-known (and reasonable) conditions, the underdetermined 
Sylvester equation (1.1) in general does not possess a unique solution. 
REMARK 2.3. First, observe that A = E, BEi’ and C = E, DE;l, so 
that the linear operators 
P + AP + PB, 
Q-CQ-QD 
are both singular [7]; that is, methods for the numerical solution of the 
standard Sylvester equation (2.15) [l, 3, 13, 8, 61 cannot even yield (non- 
minimal) solution pairs (P, O), (0, Q) via the numerical solution of AP - PB 
=Ror-CQ-QD=R, since each matrices P, Q will not exist in general. 
REMARK 2.4. Iterative methods for the numerical solution of the Sylvester 
equation (e.g., [5, 6, 8, 131) typically attempt to reduce the norm of the 
residual 
Res( P, Q) 4 ( AP - PB) - (CQ - QD) - R 
rather than the norm of the solution (P, Q). Further, alternating-direction 
implicit iteration methods [8] re q uire decomposition of the linear operator 
Y(P, Q) = CAP - PB) - (CQ - QD) 
into a sum of operators y(P, Q) = M( P, Q) + N( P, Q> such that M and N 
commute. However, this is impossible due to incompatible dimensions of the 
domain and range spaces of y. 
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DEFINITION 2.1. Let A E QZnx”, B E @,““. The Kronecker sum of A 
and B [2] is 
A @ B 2 (A 63 I,) + (In @ B”). 
REMARK 2.5. It is straightforward to show that the linear operator 7 has 
full rank (i.e., Im y = @ “X”)ifthematrices A@(-B)andC@(-D)have 
no eigenvectors in common (this condition is sufficient but not necessary). In 
the unlikely even that y does not have full rank in this sense, then a 
least-squares problem may be solved: 
where II, is the projection operator onto Im y. 
Based on the above observations, we employ a straightforward conjugate- 
gradient-based optimization algorithm to compute a minimal solution pair 
(P,Q). 
3. SOLUTION METHOD 
In this section, we present our numerical algorithm for the solution of the 
underdetermined Sylvester equation (1.1). Our algorithm is based on the 
following result. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let A, B, C, D, R E UZnx” he given matrices with A(A) 
= h(B) and A(C) = h(D). DeJine the linear operator 
7J : cnxn + @2nx” : r -3 
( AHr - I-BH) 
I -(CHr-rDH) . 
Then the matrices P, Q E 6Znx n minimizing 
f(P>Q) = iII[P Q]ll; 
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subject to the constraint equation (1.1) 
( AP - PR) - (CQ - QD) = R 
satisfy = -TJ(I’), where 
77*11(r) = A( AHr - 173~) - ( AHr - rBH)B 
fc(cHr-mH)-(cv-~DH)D 
= R. (3.16) 
Proof. The Lagrangian for this constrained system of equations is 
f,(P,Q) =f(CQ) + tr{rH[(AP - PB) - (CQ - Qo) + RI}, 
where r E CnXn is a Lagrange multiplier. Simple matrix calculus reveals 
fvl af --++Hr-r~H=~+~fT-r~H, 
ap - dP 
Jfi Jf -=- 
aQ JQ 
-cHr+rDH=Q-cHr+mH, (3.17) 
Enforcing the necessary conditions that the above partial derivatives are zero, 
we have 
P= -Affr+mH, Q=cHr-rDH. (3.18) 
The result is established by substituting the equations (3.18) into Equation 
(3.17). n 
REMARK 3.6. If the dimension of Im n is n2, then Equation (3.16) is 
equivalent to a positive definite linear system of equations Fz = r for 
appropriate values of F, z, and r. 
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REMARK 3.7. Notice that y = 77 *; hence dim Im 77 = n2 is guaranteed 
when A CB C--B) and C @ (-II) h ave no eigenvectors in common. In the 
unlikely event that dim Im 7) < n2, this condition may be remedied by taking 
more samples or by redefining the problem as a least-squares problem as in 
Remark 2.5. It would be of interest to obtain a relationship between the 
conditioning of the problem with the number of snapshots (N) taken: 
however, at the present time we are unable to demonstrate an explicit 
relationship. 
Theorem 3.1 and Remark 3.6 suggest the use of a conjugate-gradient 
iteration [4] to solve the underdetermined system of equations (1.1). Such a 
procedure may be used to compute the matrix I- in at most n2 iterations. 
Furthermore, since the action of the operator q*v may be performed with 
O(n”> flops, a matrix-valued conjugate-gradient approach would require at 
most 0(n5) flops (in exact arithmetic) to compute the solution (P, Q) to 
Equation (1.1). Next, a matrix-valued conjugate-gradient-based algorithm is 
presented to compute (P, Q): 
Inputs: Square n X n matrices A, B, C, D, R. 
outputs: Square n X n matrices P and Q of minimum norm satisfying 
Equation (1.1). 
1. k=o,r=O,R,= -R 
2. while 11 R,\( F > tolerance 
(a) k = k + 1 / * iteration count * / 
(b) ifT(k mod n”) = 1) 
/ * restart the CG algorithm after each n2 iterations */ 
A = R, 
(c) else / * Compute q*q-conjugate search direction */ 
P = llR~ll~/llR~_,l12 
A = R, + PA 
(d) end if 
(e) CY = IIRkll~/tdAH~*~A) 
/ * apply “squared up” operator q*q to search direction A */ 
(0 IY = r + aA / * 1D minimization * / 
(g) Rk+l = q*qr + R 
3. end while 
4. 
[ 1 g= - 77o-2 
REMARK 3.8. Note that the predominant source of computational ex- 
pense per iteration is the 0(n3)-flop cost in steps 2(e) and 2(g); all other 
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steps have cost at most O(n2>. Hence, the above algorithm will compute the 
desired values of P and Q in 0(n5> flops. 
REMARK 3.9. It must be emphasized that solution methods for the 
standard Sylvester equation (2.15) [l, 8, 9, 131 are not applicable to this 
problem, since (1) the problem is underdetermined in the unknowns P, Q 
and (2) the individual Sylvester equations 
AP - PB = R, CQ - QD + R 
are singular. See Remarks 2.2 and 2.3 for further discussion. 
4. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 
In this section we present the results of our algorithm when applied to a 
simple DOA problem (2.12) with noisy data. Our example is based on a 
rectangularly oriented 4 X 4 grid of 16 sensor triplets oriented as shown in 
Figure 1. The example uses nine incoming planar wavefronts oriented at 
elevations 30” and 60” for azimuths north, south, east, and west, and directly 
overhead. The incoming signals were selected to be sinusoidal with wave- 
lengths uniformly distributed between A = 9.9 and 10 m. For our example, 
input signals were uniformly sampled at 100 kHz with 128 samples each. The 
matrix S [see Equation (2.611 was constructed rowwise with the FFT of the 
sampled values of each wavefront. The values of the measurement noise 
matrices N,, N,,, and NZ were selected as independent zero-mean Gaussian 
30m .(!J.. .&. .A.. 
20m .o.. .&. .&. ];k>o.j ~ ~ 
lom @. .@. 0.. 
0 10m 20m 30m 0 0.1 m 
Sensor triplet locations Sensor triplet detail 
FIG. 1. Sensor orientation for example direction-of-arrival problem. 
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CG iteration 
FIG. 2. CG algorithm performance: computed residuals vs iteration. 
random variables. The resulting underdetermined Sylvester equation (1.1) has 
data matrices A, B, C, D, R E @“a. Figure 2 shows typical behavior of the 
residual I](AP - PB) - (CQ - (30) -- R1(F/(IRIIF versus the iteration of the 
conjugate-gradient-based algorithm presented in Section 3; software used to 
create the sample data for this example is presented in the Appendix. The 
resulting perturbations A E, , A E, were applied as in Equation (2.12) with 
the desired effect (2.11). (Since Equation (2.11) is essentially a Newton step. 
it was necessary to perform a Newton iteration in order to achieve an 
acceptable residual for Equation (2.12). Th” is sort of behavior is inherent in 
the TLS approach [15].) 
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In this paper, we have proposed a matrix-valued conjugate-gradient 
procedure for solving a matrix equation that arises in high-resolution direc- 
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tion-of-arrival estimation of planar wavefronts. It was shown that the complex- 
ity can be reduced by an order of magnitude from the existing methods. It 
may be possible to use preconditioning to improve the rate of convergence. 
This topic is currently under investigation and will be reported elsewhere. 
We would like to thank the reviewers for their constructive criticism of the 
manuscript, which has helped in enhancing the results presented here. 
APPENDIX. SOFTWARE FOR EXAMPLE DATA 
The subroutine exampledata listed below may be used to duplicate the 
numerical experiment described in Section 4. exampledata is a script file, 
used with MatlabCTM) version 4.2 on a Sum SparcStation 10. 
function [X,Y,ZI = exampledata 
8 function [X,Y,Zl = exampledata 
8 N = log base 2 of number of samples to take 
8 X,Y,Z(i,:) = fft of data taken at sensor i. 
8 construct sample data with Gaussian noise, 
N=2^N: speed-of-light = 3e5: 
lambda = linspace(9.9,10.1,9) 8 wavelengths of incoming signals 
omega = 2*pi*speed_of_light ./ lambda 8 frequencies of incoming signals 
number-of-signals = length(lambda); 
8 azimuth and elevation angles of the incoming signals 
az = 130 60 90 120 150 90 90 90 901: 
el = 190 90 90 90 90 30 60 120 1501; 
sine_az=sin(az); 
sine_el=sin(el); 
% x-sensor locations: 4 X 4 every 10 meters 
xp = [0:31'*ones(1,4)*10; yp=xp'; 
xv=vect(xp); yv = vect (yp) ; 
number_of_sensors = length(xv): 
% distx(i,j) = extra distance that wavefront j travels to serxxr X(i) 
8 similar for disty, distz 
yvy = yv + 0.1; xvz = XV + 0.1; 
distx = sqrt((xv.*xvl *(sine_az.*sine_az) + (yv .*yv) 
*(sine_el.*sine_el) 1 
disty = sqrt((xv.*xv) *(sine_az.*sine_az) + 
(yvy.*yvy)*(sine_el.*sine_el)) 
distz = sqrt((xvz.*xvz)*(sine_az.*sine_az) + (yv .*yv) 
*(sine_el.*sine_el)) 
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8 time snapshot vector 
fs = le5/ Ts-l/fs; 
t = O:Ts:(NU*Ts 
8 incoming data = sum of incoming wavefronts + noise 
Xdata = reros(number_of_sensors,N): 
Ydata = Xdata; 
Zdata = Xdata; 
% add wavefronts together, then add noise 
for k-l:number_of_signals 
Xdata : Xdata + sin(omega(k) *;ones(number_of_sensors.l)lt -... 
distx(:,k)*ones(l,N) / speed_of_lightl); 
Ydata:Ydata + sin(omegalk)*(ones(number_of_sensors,3 )*t __. 
disty(:,k)*ones(l,N) /speed_of_llght)): 
Ydata = Zdata + sin(omega(k)*(orles(number_ot~sensors.li*t .._ 
distz(:.k)*ones(l,N) / speed_of_llght) 1; 
end 
randnt ’ seed ',l); rand( ’ seed ',l); 
Xdata = Xdata + randn(size(Xdata)): 
Ydata 7 Ydata + randn(size(Ydatd) 1; 
Zdatd - Zdata + randn(size(Zdatd)); 
X : fft(Xdata'j'; Y = fft(Ydata')': Z = fft(Zdata')'; 
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